Surgical Product Catalogue

Allowing our healthcare professionals to maximise efficiency and output, without compromising on quality
Aquilant Surgical brings innovative, clinically effective surgical products to the private and NHS sectors. Predominantly working within the Gynaecology, Obstetrics and General Surgery disciplines, many of our brands have become well recognised.

Our Partners
Our partners include Cooper Surgical with the legacy Lone Star brand and the recently launched Rumi II and MityVac, THT and the Swing Mesh range, Veol with the innovative MorSafe bag, Endoractor from Kawamot and more recently, BD Regional Anaesthesia products and Plasma Surgicals Plasma Jet.

Our Aims
We allow our healthcare professionals the opportunity to maximise efficiency and output, without compromising on quality for their patients.

Aquilant Surgical enables procurement to have simplified, cost effective solutions to common problems. By utilising the strength of our historic brands, coupled with newer technologies and partnerships, our team can work effectively with their hospitals in order to facilitate challenge and change.

“We strive to become more than a supplier. We aim to partner with you and provide simple solutions to complex issues.”
**Gynecology**

**RUMI II System®**
- Locking handle offers 140° articulation of the uterus at the cervix
- With proper cephalad pressure, the Koh-Efficient helps create a ‘Margin of Safety’ by distancing the colpotomy incision from the uterus
- Soft flexible distal tip, reducing the risk of uterine perforation and trauma
- Pneumo-occlusion balloon, effectively maintains pneumo during and after colpotomy

**Versator & MorSafe**
- Rotor is reusable up to 10 times while the Handpiece is single use
- Fast cutting of tissue with maximum speed of 2000 rpm
- Versator Hand Piece is ergonomically designed, light weight and effortless to use

**MorSafe tissue isolation bag design:**
- 2 port isolator, with good visualisation during morcellation
- Cut and tear resistant, reduces time, specifically for lap morcellation
- Creates safe morcellation procedure

**Plasma Jet**
The PlasmaJet Surgery System utilizes kinetic energy and highly controlled thermal effects to treat tissue through three key surgical actions.
- Kinetic Dissection™ allows surgeons to create clean and dry tissue planes and open adhered areas on or near sensitive structures.
- Microlayer Vaporization™ enables surgeons to perform more complete disease removal from surface tissue, layer by layer.
- Surface Sealing™ allows surgeons to dry and seal areas with small vessels and oozing surfaces, reducing the risk of leakage and complications.

**Obstetrics**

**Endoractor**
- Laparoscopic retractor sponge comprised of 100% cellulose with x-ray detectable markings
- Effectively retains the small bowel from the operating field
- Reduces risk of damage to other organs
- Reduces need for head down during procedures & ensure optimum operating field

**Swing Mesh**
- A complete solution for hernia repair
- Great shape memory for perfect laparoscopic or open surgery use
- Elasticity & excellent multidirectional mechanical properties similar to human tissue
- Unique porous structure to allow fast tissue ingrowth & colonization
- Can be cut to re-size and re-shape to suit individual patient needs

**Lone Star Self-Retaining Retractor System**
- Self-retaining retractor offers unobstructed view of anatomy
- Customisable system frees up theatre team to assist more effectively and perform other tasks
- Range of sharp and blunt hooves in varying sizes to deal with varied tissue or more substantial structures
General Surgery

Mobius®
- Maximize C-section exposure, safety and efficiency with the OB/Mobius self-retaining elastic abdominal retractor.
- Improved C-section safety, efficiency and speed are just some of the benefits of the OB/Mobius.
- Once inserted using a simple roll down technique, the OB/Mobius self-retaining retractor provides 360 degrees of radial retraction maximizing working area and providing significantly greater exposure than traditional retractors.

Mytyvac®
- Our Mytyvac line of products provides the most advanced technology to date.
- With the MySoft Bell cup and the latest ergonomic design of the M-Style semi-rigid Mushroom cup, you can select the most appropriate cup based on clinical presentation.
- Reusable handles with disposable cups enhance cost saving.
- A range of disposable cups available in the most popular styles to tailor to patient and babies needs.
- Easy to read pressure gauge and enhanced suction for superior control and safety.

Regional Anesthesia

BD Univia
BD UniVia™ safety anaesthesia connection has been developed to create a safer anaesthesia environment, for neuraxial drug delivery, helping to reduce the risk of wrong route medication errors, retaining the same feel, technique and performance characteristics as the conventional BD anaesthesia devices. Safety and performance without compromise.

Quincke Spinal Needle
- Key/slot arrangement of stylet and cannula hubs facilitates proper needle bevel orientation.
- Translucent window hub (featuring contact clarity) that allows visualization of CSF.
- Fitted stylet reduces tissue coring.
- Regular insertion with high quality needle.
- Latex free.

Whitacre Pencil Point Spinal Needle
- Tip designed to spread the dural fibres and help reduce the occurrence of post dural puncture headache.
- High flow Whitacre needles improve flow rate and speed of CSF.
- Distinct “pop” as the pencil point penetrates the dura.
- Offers increased “tip strength” to minimise bending or breakage.
- Precision-formed side hole allows directional flow of anaesthetic agents and helps reduce the possibility of straddling the dura.
- Translucent hub for faster CSF visualisation.
- Latex free.